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Please read this document carefully. If our confetti / powder cannons misfire due to
negligence, tampering, misuse or abuse, Coloured Smoke Australia will not refund
monies paid. Coloured Smoke Australia accepts no responsibility for usage of these
supplied products. The end user does so understanding the risks involved.

to use our hand held cannons:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

break the top foil seal on the cannon / remove the plastic disc covering
the top so that the contents can be launched properly. The foil sealed
cannons will still work with the foil intact, but they launch properly with
out being encumbered.
hold the top half of the tube firmly.
ensure the directional arrows are at the top of the cannon and pointed
AWAY from ther user.
aim as high over the audiences head as possible taking note of the
ceiling / space height above. We recommend at least a 1 metre clearance
height above your audiences / subjects head.
use your preferred hand to twist the bottom section of the cannon in the
direction as indicated. Note some recoil may be evident on launch so
keep the cannon directly away from the body.

note:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

never point at animals, people, objects, into activated flames / fireworks
or near powerlines.
If in doubt ask permission from vendors, venues, locations etc.
while our biodegradable range is water soluble, it can take time for the
water to break down the confetti. Some colour running may occur but
can be removed with a pressure hose etc. Please keep this in mind when
using in places like church steps etc.
be aware of people around you when using, including people who are
not part of your celebrations. Note these cannons make a loud noise when fired.
do not store near a source of heat, including inside hot cars for prolonged
periods of time.
keep our powder cannons dry and away from moisture and make sure they are
properly sealed so the fine powder cannot leak out and make a mess.
our powder cannons make a big mess - we suggest testing beforehand and using
only outdoors. They shoot out fine coloured powder, and while can be cleaned up
with water and soap etc, should be kept away from delicate wardrobe (wedding
dresses etc) and environments.
consider wind direction and how this will influence the direction of the falling
confetti / powder content.
do not throw, puncture or incerate the cannon as it contains pressurised gas.
do not take on board planes.
be careful not to aim at fragile fixtures like chandelliers and hanging installations.
this is NOT A TOY and should be handled with responsbility by an adult.
please dispose of discharged cannon thoughtfully
If the cannon fails to operate after the above please contact us for advice and do not
dispose of.
cannons are powered by C02 gas and can be transported only via ROAD services.

